To RICHARD BRAUER on his 60th birthday KENZO IIZUKA and TADASI NAKAYAMA On the basis of Prof. R. Brauer's fundamental work, certain orthogonality relations for characters of finite groups have recently been studied by Brauer himself, M. Osima, and one of the present writers see Iizuka [7] and the references there. In the present short note some general remarks on orthogonality relations, dealing with "blocks" and "sections" of general type, are given first. They are of elementary, and often formal, nature and their proofs are merely combinations of known arguments. So, no deep significance is claimed on them, in comparison with the above alluded results based on deeper arithmetico-group-theoretical considerations. However, applied to blocks and sections of such deeper nature, our remarks give some rather useful informations on them. Thus, for instance, the "maximality" feature of 77-blocks is given a formulation (Prop, δ below) finer than the one given in [71 Further, some new types of blocks and sections can be constructed, again in application of our remarks to such classical ones. These new blocks and sections give thus new orthogonality relations and we hope that some of them may turn to have some significance. There arize also several problems, which are stated at the end of the present note and to some of which we wish to come back elsewhere.
void intersection of a 33i-block and a 33 2 -block, while each Si A S5 2 -block is a minimal non-void subset of X which is a join of 3?,-blocks for each of i = 1, 2.
Let ff be the set of all conjugate classes in ( §. An equivalence relation © of j? is called a section equivalence and each equivalence class in it is called an (©-) section. Notations β(2), 8iV&, SiΛg 2 , with a subset S of ff and two section equivalences Si, © 2 , are defined similarly as above. A pair 03, 3) of a block equivalence and a section equivalence, in ©, is called a b.-s.-pair. These two kinds of orthogonalities (for a fixed b.-s.-pair) turn out to be equivalent. So we say that the orthogonality holds for (33, <S) when either of the orthogonalities of 1st and 2nd kinds holds, which thus implies the validity of both. Now we contend. logical structure of our proof (originating in the arguments of Brauer, Nagao, Osima and Tuan), not only that it is convenient. Thus we first prove LEMMA 1. Assume the validity of the orthogonality of 1st kind for (S, 2). Then on taking as S 2 , ©2 this time the 0-and /-equivalences, we see from Lemma 2' (and the ordinary orthogonality relation) that the orthogonality of 2nd kind for a b.-s.-pair entails the orthogonality of 1st kind for the same pair.
If a relation
The equivalence of two partial orthogonalies (for a fixed pair) being thus shown, Lemmas 2, 2' imply evidently our Proposition 1.
Remark. Symmetry between blocks and sections would be made clearer if we should consider jgκ/gYAK> in place of 7XKy. Proof. Let A be a subset of X such that *ΣX<K>χ<L> = 0 holds whenever LΦ@ 3 (ϋ0. Since Z,Φ®i(tf) naturally entails L$<Bz(K), *ΣX<K>X<L> must vanish then. As Si is maximal for ©1, this implies that A is a join of Siblocks. Similarly A must be a join of S 2 -blocks. So it is a join of 53 3 -blocks and this proves our proposition.
Remark. In Prop. 3 we can not, in general, replace V with Λ see Example below. PROPOSITION 
If a block equivalence 53 is maximal for some section equi valence, there exists a unique finest section equivalence for ivhich 23 is maximal and this section equivalence coincides with the maximal section equivalence for 33.
Proof. This is clear from Prop. 3 (and an evident remark at the opening of this number).
Bearings on "classical" blocks. Except the consideration in 2, all above
has little to do with the group structure of ©, and remains valid, with a suitable modification of terminology, whenever an "orthogonal" system of functions on a finite set is given (in place of group characters). It becomes significant only when it is combined with some group properties of ©, directly or indirectly. So we want to consider its bearings on the "classical" blocks and sections defined arithmetico-group-theoretically. Thus, fundamental are Brauer *s block and section equivalences 33/,, <& p defined with respect to each prime p (dividing g) the orthogonality of 1st kind for (33/,, Sp) was proved by Brauer by means of his fundamental theorem on decomposition numbers (Brauer [1] cf. Iizuka [6] ). and the orthogonality of 2nd kind was derived from it by himself and Osima [10] . The pair (S^, &) of ^-complementary block and irregular section equivalences, studied in Iizuka [5] , is in a sense dual to (S/>, ©/,) ^-regular sections were first called "j)-Oberklassen" by Roquette [11] .
Iizuka [7] , one of the present writers, further studied more general notions of 77-blocks and 77-sections associated with every finite set Π of primes (dividing g) 33n= Λ33/>, p running over primes (dividing g and) belonging to 77 and Sn= A©" 7 , q running over primes (dividing g and) not belonging to 77. Now, ίQp is maximal for <Sp I this was proved in Osima [9] , Theorem 3 and can be derived readily from Brauer-Feit [2] too. From our Prop. 3 follows PROPOSITION 
(IJ-block equivalence) Sπ is maximal for ©^V
We are reporting this particularly because this is finer than [2.3. C] in [7] (where the maximality of Sπ for © n is asserted). Indeed, the conjugate On the other hand, the orthogonality of (33n, ©^V V ©/>,), which follows from the orthogonality of (33/> t , ©A )> I = 1, . . -, f, and our (elementary and rather formal) Prop. 1, is weaker than the orthogonality of (33n, ©n) proved in Iizuka [7] by combining the cases of (33/, f , ©/> f ) arithmetically and group-theoretically, so to speak.
That ©n is in general not maximal for 23 Π (and indeed Sp (resp. &) is in general not maximal for ΐβp (resp. ?8 P )) was noted in [7] . An example for this is given e.g. by 23 2 , ©2 in the symmetric group S4. Symmetric groups provide also instances for our remark at the end of the preceding number.
Thus
Example. Let © be the symmetric group S30. Then 8 characters associated with Young's diagrams ), proving our proposition.
We remark that in the above example we have seen that S^AS^ΛSr, with distinct primes p, q> r f is not trivial in general.
5. Subgroups. Besides (p-, ^-complementary and) 77-blocks, also bocks with respect to normal subgroups, which generalize Osima's [8] blocks, have been studied ( [7] ). However, without making studies of the bearings of our general observations on those blocks with respect to normal subgroups, similar as above,
we turn to proving a certain relation beetween the orthogonality and a subgroup. Thus This proposition originates from Brauer-Tuan [4] , Lemma 3, and contains it as a special case where g is divisible by two distinct primes p and q f © has no element of order pq, K is the class of a ^-singular element, and a #-Sylow group is taken for ©. Special cases of this problem concern naturally with 33/, and 33^.
Symmetric groups were seen above to provide some counterexamples. The other extreme types of groups, i.e. abelian and nilpotent groups are quite tame.
It may be of interest to determine all types of groups which behave tamely, i.e. groups in which e.g. ©n(or ®/>, or &) is always maximal for 33n (or S3/>, or S*, respectively).
On the other hand, it seems to us also of interest to determine all block equivalences whatsoever which are maximal with respect to some section equi- Another problem in this context will be to look for characteristic features of characters with respect to the orthogonalities, by considering "orthogonal" systems of functions on the set $ of conjugate classes other than that of characters.
